Self-management in heart failure: where have we been and where should we go?
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Abstract: Chronic conditions such as heart failure (HF) place a tremendous strain on patients, their families, the community, and the health care system because there are no real “cures”. Adding to the burden are longer life expectancies and increased numbers of people living with multiple chronic conditions. Today, whether engaging in a health-promoting activity, such as exercise, or living with a chronic disease such as HF, the individual is responsible for actively managing day-to-day activities, a concept referred to as self-management. Self-management emerged as the cornerstone for chronic care models and multidisciplinary disease-management strategies in chronic illness care. Moreover, self-management has been prioritized as a central pathway for improving the quality and effectiveness of most chronic HF care. Adherence to self-management is vital to optimize the treatment outcomes in HF patients, but implementing chronic disease self-management (CDSM) strategies and identifying the difficulties in self-management has proved to be a challenge. Understanding both where we have been and the future direction of self-management in HF care is not only timely, but a crucial aspect of improving long-term outcomes for people with HF and other chronic diseases.
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Chronic heart failure: a common but serious problem

Chronic disease is a serious and expensive public health problem worldwide. In chronic illness care, heart failure (HF) is one of the few cardiovascular diagnoses where disease prevalence is rising rather than falling.1,2 Owing to a rapidly aging population and improved survival from acute cardiac events, approximately 5.8 million Americans are living with HF, with an estimated incidence of 660,000 new cases each year.1,2 In adults, HF has emerged as a common principal Medicare hospital discharge diagnosis, and a leading cause of readmission within 30 days of an HF admission.2,3–6 Although patients hospitalized with acute decompensated HF improve during the incident admission, the long-term all-cause mortality rate remains high and has improved little over time despite important therapeutic advances and national quality improvement efforts.2,3

Today, whether engaging in a health-promoting activity such as exercise or managing a chronic disease such as HF, the individual is responsible for actively managing day-to-day activities, a concept commonly referred to as self-management. Self-management strategies have become a core component and major theme of many disease management programs and chronic care models at organizational levels.7 The clinical trajectory of chronic HF is characterized by chronic symptoms interspersed with acute symptoms, which often result in adverse events and poor outcomes.
One process for reducing the burden of HF symptoms in the everyday life of those living with chronic HF is to identify effective approaches to chronic illness care, which support successful self-management. Furthermore, to maximize effective behavioral interventions, efforts must focus on understanding the challenges individuals face in managing the complex demands of their illness and the often multiple and competing conditions.

Gaps in our understanding of the characteristics that influence self-management behaviors, and the lack of evidence that self-management translates to better health outcomes in HF patients, suggest a need for further dialog among health care providers and clinicians interested in improving care for people living with chronic HF. The aim of this narrative literature synthesis is to contribute to the evidence base on self-management in HF by describing where we have been, what additional information we may need, and where we need to go with self-management in chronic HF care.

Chronic disease self-management: historical perspectives

Over the past few decades, the United States (US) has witnessed increasing prevalence of chronic diseases and skyrocketing health care costs. Because of the tremendous clinical and financial impact of chronic illness care, managing chronic disease has become a focal point for health care stakeholders, policy makers, and researchers. Adding to the mounting evidence that chronic illness care is fragmented and poorly coordinated is the criticism that US health care systems provide health care on an episodic, acute care basis, and lack systematic approaches to managing chronic disease. To correct deficiencies in the organization and delivery of chronic care and to reduce the burden of escalating costs, disease management emerged as a comprehensive approach and strategic model for chronic illness care.

Self-management is the catalyst or backbone for many disease management approaches because it is patient-centered, focuses on helping people with chronic disease become more informed about their illnesses, and actively engages patients in their own health care. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) identified self-management as a top priority for US health care. In addition, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) State of Aging and Health in America Report also prioritized self-management, with six of its seven calls-to-action identifying self-management as a central pathway to improving outcomes in people with chronic disease.

For this review, chronic disease self-management (CDSM) will be used as an umbrella term to cover the broad diversity of programs, approaches, models, and interventions used to improve the quality of care for people living with chronic disease. Self-management is an essential component of chronic illness care. It is important to highlight that the terms disease management and self-management have been used in a variety of ways in the literature. A major challenge for dissemination of research outcomes for chronic illness care has been the absence of universally accepted definitions for disease management and self-management, or standardization for CDSM programs and strategies. Despite the encumbrance imposed by the lack of standardization, both private and public interest in CDSM grew, and many of these strategies were adopted on a wider scale by the mid-1990s.

Once established, this interest spread rapidly, accompanied by comprehensive initiatives to improve chronic illness care and outcomes while reducing health care expenditures.

In broad terms, CDSM programs are population-based approaches that engage in collaborative practice using multidisciplinary health care teams with specialized education and training. The widespread attraction of self-management coincided with a period of significant transition within the US health care delivery system from a paternalistic model of acute medical care, whereby patients were passive health care recipients, to one in which patients became active participants in their health care. Over the past two decades, research has concluded that chronic HF care is a staggering and expensive public health problem. US health care systems are under pressure to slow or reverse the often poor outcomes, escalating health care costs, and high utilization rates associated with chronic illness care. Adding to this burden are demographic projections that suggest dramatic increases in chronic illness care and resource utilization. This concern led to recommendations from policy makers for further research to identify optimal CDSM programs, to change patient behaviors, and to improve the health of the chronically ill.

Self-management in heart failure: where have we been?

As with other chronic conditions, the major goals of CDSM in HF are to reduce symptoms and medical care costs while improving clinical outcomes. The interchangeable use of the terms self-care and self-management and the struggle to reach consensus or a gold standard definition has imposed limitations on understanding and promoting self-management in chronic HF care. To remain consistent with national goals
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advocated by the IOM, the CDC, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), and the acronym CDSM, the term self-management will be used. Self-management is derived from definitions set out by Lorig and Holman and Barlow et al based on the individual's ability (problem solving, decision making, resource utilization, formation of patient-provider partnerships, action planning, and tailoring of daily activities) to undertake and manage day-to-day tasks, inherent lifestyle changes, physical symptoms, and psychosocial consequences of health and well-being over the lifetime of an illness. Throughout the remainder of this review, self-management will be considered as interchangeable with the terms self-care or self-care behaviors.

Despite differences over terminology and definitions and their conceptualization in the HF literature, there is wide acceptance of the American Heart Association's (AHA) recommended behaviors for persons living with HF (medication adherence, symptom management, dietary adherence, exercise, smoking cessation, and preventative behaviors). HF patients are strongly encouraged by clinicians to regularly take medications, monitor their condition and symptoms, keep appointments, and contact their health care providers when needed. Strategies such as monitoring weight, remembering to take medications daily and on time, and following a low-salt diet are among the core recommendations in HF guidelines and have been shown to be beneficial for HF patients. Regardless of how seemingly simple these recommendations may appear, making plans to adhere to, and apply, the prescribed behavior changes in daily activities requires decision making and problem solving skills for self-management. With or without the help of family members or caregivers, it is the patient's responsibility to integrate the vast majority of HF care into his or her daily life.

The challenges associated with managing HF and adhering to self-management are proving to be difficult problems for health-care providers, policy makers, and patients. First, HF is a complex disease that requires substantial resources for chronic medical management; despite significant advances in HF therapies, hospital readmission rates in HF patients remain high. Secondly, because it is difficult for clinicians to keep abreast of the latest recommendations and research findings, adherence to published guidelines and life saving therapies remains less than ideal. Many people living with HF are elderly, are symptomatic, lack social and financial support, and have more than one comorbid condition, making their HF care and management complicated. Finally, research on specific behaviors or characteristics of patients with HF is scarce. Further insight into the answers or reasons for the lack of patient adherence, or the ability to identify potential barriers to self-management for risk-stratification in HF patients is greatly needed.

HF places a tremendous strain on the patient, family members, community, and health care system because there is no “silver bullet” or “cure”. Adding to this burden are longer life expectancies and increasing numbers of people with HF living with other conditions. Common comorbid conditions among Medicare-aged beneficiaries with HF include hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, chronic lung disease, renal dysfunction, cognitive impairment, and osteoarthritis/osteoporosis. In recognition of the complexity of the problem and the substantial demand for health care resources associated with chronic HF care, the AHA, the IOM, the American College of Cardiology (ACC), the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospital Organizations (TJC), and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) established key quality HF indicators and national goals to standardize hospital-level performance and reduce the high rates of hospital readmission and cost associated with poor clinical outcomes as a focus area for quality improvement efforts.

Research studies confirm that chronic HF can be extremely debilitating, with symptomatic exacerbations that often lead to episodes of acute decompensation, frequent hospital admissions, and premature death. Patient HF hospitalization and rehospitalization rates have attracted considerable attention from policymakers as an indicator of the quality and effectiveness of HF care. Public efforts to improve the use of evidence-based therapeutic approaches and clinical outcomes have focused on hospital-level performance as a core measure of the quality of HF care and a key strategy for reducing subsequent poor outcomes, most notably hospital readmission rates.

Included in these efforts is the implementation of a number of large national HF registries, such as the Acute Decompensated Heart Failure National Registry (ADHERE™), the Organized Program to Initiate Lifesaving Treatment in Hospitalized Patients with Heart Failure (OPTIMIZE-HF), and the Initiation Management Pre-discharge of Carvedilol Heart Failure (IMPACT-HF). These registries aim to collect observational data that will help describe characteristics, management, and outcomes in a broad sample of patients hospitalized for HF. Early observations from registry data document variability in hospital-level performance, delays in diagnosis and initiation of HF therapies, and under-use of evidenced-based HF
Evidence shows that poor adherence to prescribed treatments (eg, low salt diet and medications) is a risk factor that can trigger an HF hospitalization or readmission. Lemon et al31 studied the prevalence of risk factors for rehospitalization in 202 recently discharged HF patients, examining risk factors of functional and symptom status, comorbidity, living situation, anxiety, depression, quality of life (QOL), and adherence (medications, low-salt diet, and symptom monitoring). Results showed substantially impaired QOL and high symptom burden, and significant impaired functional status (70% NYHA III), with 48% having more than 2 comorbid conditions, 50% having high levels of anxiety, and 69% having depression.31 The authors concluded that newly discharged HF patients exhibit psychosocial and behavioral risk for rehospitalization.

Experts recognize that persons living with HF may influence their own health through effective self-management, and poor outcomes have been attributed to insufficient and ineffective self-management.3,9,18,23 For those interested in improving outcomes for people living with HF, an important first step requires a better understanding of what makes self-management in chronic HF care so difficult. A major challenge for those living with chronic HF is the “polypharmacy” problem (both pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic interventions) resulting from evidence-based care, dietary restrictions, lifestyle modifications, and ongoing need for frequent contact and medical care follow-up.32 Adherence to complex medical regimens, along with the competing demands of daily life and, in particular, multiple chronic conditions, can become overwhelming. It is no surprise that suboptimal adherence to HF self-management has been reported as a major contributor to HF exacerbations that frequently lead to hospitalization and readmission in this population.39

Moser et al33 studied the prevalence of risk factors for rehospitalization in 202 recently discharged HF patients, examining risk factors of functional and symptom status, comorbidity, living situation, anxiety, depression, quality of life (QOL), and adherence (medications, low-salt diet, and symptom monitoring). Results showed substantially impaired QOL and high symptom burden, and significant impaired functional status (70% NYHA III), with 48% having more than 2 comorbid conditions, 50% having high levels of anxiety, and 69% having depression.33 The authors concluded that newly discharged HF patients exhibit psychosocial and behavioral risk for rehospitalization.
HF patients. Many of these studies identified age, functional status, comorbid condition, emotional, and economical status as common characteristics that affect self-management behaviors and HF outcomes. Research that examined potential predictors and characteristics of self-management in HF patients are described below and summarized in Table 1. Although not exhaustive, this list represents a cross-section of original research focused on self-management in HF published in the last 10 years. Experts highlight the dynamic relationship between individual patient characteristics and self-management behaviors and recommend further research in this area.

Artinian and his colleagues examined relationships between select characteristics (personal and environmental factors) and self-management behaviors in a sample of 110 HF patients. Although no statistically significant relationships were found between select characteristics and total self-care scores, the researchers concluded that certain trends observed influenced individual self-management behaviors. Older age positively influenced medication taking, keeping appointments, and receiving a flu shot. HF patients who lived alone were less likely to ask for help during shortness of breath (SOB) and less likely to contact the doctor when they noticed symptoms. Low-income patients living alone were more likely to eat canned or packaged foods, and individuals reporting poor health were more apt to rest, limit activities, ask for help, and contact their doctor regarding symptoms.

Cameron et al. examined 143 elderly hospitalized HF patients and described differences in self-management skills between the novice patient (<2 months of HF symptoms) and experienced patient (>2 months of HF symptoms). The authors concluded that experience was a determinant of self-management skills, but experience did not predict the patient's confidence to engage in self-management. Cameron and colleagues conducted a qualitative study in 29 chronic HF patients using in-person interviews and questionnaires measuring characteristics anticipated to influence self-care. The investigator found that only 10% of the sample were expert in HF self-management, and less daytime sleepiness and more family support distinguished good-vs-expert self-managers. The researchers concluded that less daytime sleepiness and more family support contributed to better self-management. According to the investigators, the results of this study support prior research findings showing that self-management in persons with HF is poor, but the fact that only 1 in 10 HF patients can be expected to master self-management illustrates the need for further research in this area.

Emerging directions in health care policy have transformed the patient's role from a passive recipient to an active consumer and an engaged member of the health care team. This approach puts the patient in a key role to influence health care quality and cost. Critical to achieving the desired outcomes is the active participation of an informed patient. In our current health care environments, people are being encouraged to take a more active role in self-managing their own health; the rationale for this approach includes the fact that much of the self-management takes place in the individual's everyday life. Research indicates that people who actively self-manage their own care receive higher quality health care.
Table 1 Selected studies reporting on characteristics that influence self-management in HF patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artinian39</td>
<td>Descriptive correlation study to examine relationship between select characteristics (personal/environmental factors) and self-management behaviors in convenience sample of 110 HF patients.</td>
<td>No significant relationship between select characteristics and the specific HF measure (SCHFI). Trends observed: older age more adherent with taking medications, keeping appointments, and getting flu shot. Younger patients less likely to discuss worsening symptoms. When living alone, less likely to seek help when short of breath or contact physician when symptomatic, and more likely to report being physically active. Low income patients living alone: more likely to eat canned and packaged foods. If perceived poor health, more apt to rest, limit activities, ask for help, and contact their doctor regarding symptoms.</td>
<td>CDSM in HF is varied set of behaviors influenced by diverse factors. Understanding influential effects of characteristic performance of HF behaviors is first step to tailoring interventions to patients’ situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron19</td>
<td>Descriptive correlation study to test conceptual model of determinants of HF self-management; convenience sample of 50 consecutive patients hospitalized with HF in Australia from June to December 2005.</td>
<td>Four variables contributed significantly to variance in HF self-management (self-reported behaviors): 1) gender, 2) moderate to severe comorbidity, 3) depressions, and 4) self-care confidence. Results of study illustrate characteristics associated with low levels of HF self-management in an Australian population. Significant predictors of self-management were higher age and male gender. Elderly men and those with fewer comorbid illnesses were most successful with HF self-management.</td>
<td>Further research to investigate the interplay between nonmodifiable characteristics and the application of CDSM selectively directed to those in greatest need of improvement in self-management. Extra instructional support/follow-up for elderly female patients with HF and those with several comorbid conditions needed. Further research needed to identify why predictors of HF self-management change over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chriss37</td>
<td>Non-experimental, correlational, test-retest study (baseline and 3 months) from a sample of 66 chronic HF patients; replicating a model using 7 variables: social support, symptom severity, comorbidity, education, age, gender, and income; in this analysis, the last variable income was not included due to problems with missing data.</td>
<td>Results: 70% NYHA III/IV; 80% &gt;1 comorbidity, 48% &gt;2; large percentage (88% NYHA II and 52% NYHA IV) lived alone; high level anxiety (50%) and depression (69%); substantially impaired HRQoL and symptom burden; poor (&lt;31%) symptom recognition, poor adherence with recommended self-management strategies (14% got weights – 9% monitored symptoms for worsening HF). Of the entire sample, 23% had all of the following risk factors: NYHA III/IV lived alone, 1 comorbidity, and depression/anxiety.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moser33</td>
<td>Descriptive study to examine multiple risk factors for rehospitalization in recently discharged HF patients; convenience sample of 202 participants in RCT of a home-based HF disease management intervention. Data reported were collected at baseline prior to interventions.</td>
<td>HF patients may be deemed medically stable for hospital discharge but exhibit psychosocial and behavioral risk factors that make them vulnerable for rehospitalization. Need to develop strategy to assess risk factors and provide early care to HF patients after discharge to improve chronic care and CDSM support.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Review of psychological variables (depression, social support, and adherence) in patients with HF. Summarizes issues that surround depression and social support in HF patients: 1) many reported cases but many not optimally treated; 2) potential for higher rates of readmission in HF patients with depression or lack of social support; 3) NP in optimal position to evaluate psychosocial and adherence issues in HF patients; 4) need for additional studies to assess. Conclusion that negative effects of depression and lack of support on clinical outcomes in HF patients can be noteworthy and need further research.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riegel&lt;sup&gt;40&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Qualitative study using a convenience sample of 26 patients with chronic HF; structured interviews to examine how HF influences daily life; assess how patients perform self-care; and determined how patients' life situations facilitate or impede HF self-care. Physical limitations, debilitating symptoms, difficulties coping with treatment, lack of knowledge, distressed emotions, multiple comorbidities and personal struggles were common findings. Assess motivation, acknowledge success, and apply a stepped approach to CDSM. Helping patients identify barriers may facilitate self-management.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riegel&lt;sup&gt;41&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Extreme case sampling using mixed-methods design in 29 chronic HF patients; to describe and understand how expertise in HF self-care develops. Ten percent of sample were expert in HF self-care. Poor HF self-care associated with worse cognition, more sleepiness, depression, and worse family functioning. Factors distinguishing good vs expert self-care were sleepiness and family engagement. Engaged supporters can foster self-care skill development in patients with HF. More research needed to understand effects of daytime sleepiness on HF self-care.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockwell&lt;sup&gt;38&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Descriptive correlation study, replicating model of 7 variables derived from MSCCI&lt;sup&gt;36&lt;/sup&gt; as predictors of HF self-care in convenience sample of 209 adults (≥18) participating in community CDSM program. Typical participant: age 73; Class III NYHA; married; grade-school education; earning income &lt;$20,000 per year; equal gender. Educational level and symptom severity were identified as predictors of self-management, explaining 10.3% of the variance. Better educated persons may be more likely to engage in self-management than those who are poorly educated. Patients with more severe symptoms are more likely to be knowledgeable about importance of HF symptoms.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sayers&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Descriptive study to examine the effects of social support in a convenience sample of 74 participants with HF. Self-management was poor as measured across several self-care domains. Age associated with increased levels of perceived social support, suggesting that those involved with aging HF patients respond to their need for greater support. Perceived support moderately associated with better self-reported medication and dietary adherence and other aspects of self-management (ie, daily weighing). Higher levels of self-management are important correlates of social support and may explain how social support influences HF outcomes. Support can influence clinical care for HF patients focusing on improving self-management.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambroski&lt;sup&gt;31&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Descriptive, cross-sectional study in convenience sample of 53 patients (≥40) with mild NYHA II-IV HF. HF patients experience a mean of 15.1 ± 8.0 symptoms. Shortness of breath and lack of energy were most prevalent; difficulty sleeping most burdensome symptom; lower age, worse functional status, total symptom prevalence, and total symptom burden predicted 67% of variance in HRQoL. Patients with HF experience a high level of symptom burden.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** HF, heart failure; CDSM, chronic disease self-management; NYHA, New York Heart Association; HRQoL, health related quality of life.
and have better health care outcomes. Central to both consumer-driven health care systems and the chronic illness care model is an engaged and active patient as a member of the health care process. Hibbard and her colleagues from the University of Oregon have described the theory and measurement of consumer and patient activation. The degree to which an individual understands the necessity of taking an active role in managing personal health and health care, and feels capable of self-management is described as patient or consumer activation. More specifically, the term activation is defined by Hibbard, and colleagues as having the information, motivation, and behavioral skills necessary to self-manage chronic illness, collaborate with health care providers, maintain functioning, and access appropriate care.

The theory of activation and its measurement using the Patient Activation Measure (PAM) have been widely disseminated; PAM has acceptable psychometric properties, as noted by the authors, in patients with chronic illness, and consumers. Table 2 summarizes selected research studies that examine predictive relationships between activation using the PAM (scores) and health outcomes in people with chronic disease. In a controlled trial of 479 chronic disease patients randomized to either a CDSM intervention or usual care control, Hibbard et al showed that changes in participants’ levels of activation were accompanied by changes in select self-management behaviors. Individuals with higher activation levels were more likely to engage in health behaviors, such as exercise and following a low fat diet. They are also more likely to engage in disease-specific self-management behaviors, such as taking medications, obtaining preventive care, and requesting and using health information. Hibbard et al conclude that if activation, as measured by the self-reported PAM score, was increased, a change in self-management behavior followed.

Mosen et al in a study of 4108 adults with chronic conditions, found that patients with high PAM scores were significantly more likely to perform self-management behaviors, use self-management services, and report better medication adherence, compared with patients with low PAM scores. The authors concluded that patient activation is predictive of health outcomes and health care utilization. Dixon et al extended this work using face-to-face semi-structured interviews in a convenience sample of 27 adults with at least one chronic condition. Results showed that those low in activation tended to see successful self-management as compliance, whereas the more activated patients (high PAM scores) saw it as being in control and working in partnerships with health care professionals. Both high and low activated patients could be derailed by stress. Barriers in self-management identified by the researchers in people with lower activation included a lack of confidence and knowledge about their condition and fewer strategies for coping with their chronic condition and stress.

According to Hibbard et al, a valid and reliable instrument to measure activation is necessary, to understand patient activation and its role in health care quality and outcomes in chronic illness care. Most CDSM approaches seek to engage patients to self-manage their own care, but finding effective ways to engage the patient and provide the necessary support has been challenging. Few experimental studies have examined whether chronic HF outcomes can be improved by increasing patient engagement, described by Hibbard et al as activation in care and capability for self-management.

**Self-management in heart failure: future directions**

The science of self-management in HF care is still young and there is limited empirical evidence of characteristics that predict self-management behaviors or describe the relationship between HF self-management and health outcomes. Efforts to improve chronic HF care have concentrated on physiologic and clinical variables, hospital and provider performance, and public reporting on quality HF indicators to identify and characterize patient risk. There has been, to date, far less emphasis on patient-centered characteristics as a means of improving chronic HF care.

Persistence of high event rates for death or readmission in people with HF indicate that there is substantial room to improve outcomes that might be achieved through enhancing the quality of outpatient HF care and identifying strategies to stratify patient risk. In addition, these high event rates underscore the need for innovative management strategies that will coordinate the transition of patient care from the acute hospital environment to outpatient settings. Emerging directions in health care policy have focused attention on discharge failures and negative outcomes in chronic HF care, making it imperative that health care stakeholders translate evidence-based research into practice.

The Transitional Care Model (TCM) is an evidence-based model of care designed to assist elderly adults with chronic illnesses such as HF to transition from acute care settings into the home or other less intensive health care environments. The TCM has been rigorously tested and refined by a team of researchers at the University of Pennsylvania in both academic...
Table 2 Selected studies reporting on predictive relationships between activation using the Patient Activation Measure (PAM) and health outcomes in chronic care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hibbard45</td>
<td>Convergence of findings from national expert consensus panel and patient focus groups to define concept/id domains of activation. Operationalize construct using large item pool, pilot testing, and initial psychometric analysis using Rasch methodology. National probability sample (N = 1515) with or without chronic conditions.</td>
<td>PAM is a valid, highly reliable, unidimensional, probabilistic Guttman-like scale that reflects a developmental model of activation. Original research to delineate the process used to develop a measure for assessing activation and the psychometric properties of that measure. Four stages: 1) Belief that patient role is important. 2) Have the confidence and knowledge to take action. 3) Able to take action to maintain and improve health. 4) Able to stay the course under stress.</td>
<td>Good psychometric properties indicating PAM measure can be used at individual patient level to tailor interventions and to assess changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibbard50</td>
<td>Reduce the number of items in the 22-item PAM while maintaining adequate precision.</td>
<td>Analysis used the same data collected in the 2003 via a telephone survey of 1515 randomly selected adults. A 13-item survey scale with psychometric properties similar to original 22-item version. Scores for 13-item measure range in value from 38.6 to 53.0 (on a theoretical 0- to 100-point scale). Range of values unchanged from original 22-item version.</td>
<td>Results of analysis indicate that shortened 13-item version is reliable and valid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibbard51</td>
<td>RCT with 479 chronic disease patients. Patients randomized either intervention (Lorig’s CDSM program vs usual care). Survey data collected at baseline, 6 weeks, and 6 months.</td>
<td>Significant time effect reported. Activation increased over time for both groups; intervention group had significantly higher scores at 6 weeks but not at 6 months. Positive change in activation is related to positive change in a variety of self-management behaviors. This is true even when behavior in question was not being performed at baseline; increase in activation is related to maintaining higher level of behavior over time. Impact of intervention, however, was less clear, as increase in activation in intervention group was matched by nearly equal increases in control group. Participants who were depressed were less likely to increase activation or improve self-management behaviors.</td>
<td>Results suggest that if activation is increased, improved behaviors will follow. Question remains: what interventions will improve activation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosen52</td>
<td>A 2004 cross-sectional survey of Kaiser Permanente (KP) medical care program N = 4108. Members with 1 of 6 chronic conditions, including HF, were included. The sample was selected from 7 of KP’s 8 regions.</td>
<td>N = 4108 (61.2%) response rate. Used the 22-item PAM and other instruments/measure. Activation independently associated with likelihood of performing more self-management behaviors, using more services, and reporting higher medication adherence. First study to find independent association between activation and health-related outcome measures; correlation between higher PAM scores and report of higher satisfaction, higher QOL, and higher physical and mental functional status scores, compared to those with lower PAM scores.</td>
<td>Further research is needed to examine the association of PAM with prospective changes in disease specific QOL and utilization measures; impact of incremental changes in PAM scores on key outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibbard49</td>
<td>Cross-sectional, survey; 843 (61% – relative risk) adults 25–75 yrs; used PAM scores to predict positive and negative emotions; examine relationship between emotion and activation level.</td>
<td>Activation level related to average number of positive and negative emotions: level 1, experience almost equal amounts of +/- emotions; higher activation &gt; greater number of + emotions; activation score is significant determinant of emotions, even after controlling for other factors; PAM level 1 – feeling of being overwhelmed; PAM level 4 – significantly more likely to have specific health goals than those at lower levels.</td>
<td>Activation is a measure of self-management self-concept.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
and community settings. Its core components include both in-person contact and a nurse-led, interdisciplinary team approach to increase self-management and improve patient outcomes. Current efforts are underway to bring TCM into mainstream clinical practice.

Health care reform in the US has focused national improvement efforts in chronic HF care, on reducing 30-day all-cause readmission rates among patients discharged with HF or acute myocardial infarction by 20% nationally by December 2012. Reducing avoidable hospital readmissions in these patients presents an opportunity not only to improve quality chronic illness care, but also to reduce cost and prevent the loss of Medicare reimbursement for HF readmissions. The Hospital to Home (H2H) national quality improvement initiative, led by the American College of Cardiology (ACC) and the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI), is one strategy that is currently underway to improve the transition from acute inpatient care to outpatient care for chronic HF. Performance improvement efforts emphasize key areas such as medication reconciliation, early discharge follow up, and symptom management. In clinical practice both the TCM and H2H models of care coordination are emerging into mainstream use. (Links to the H2H and TCM websites can be found in the references). Although both models of care coordination have been tested and show promising effects in improving desired outcomes and lowering costs for the high-risk chronically ill patient populations, research should examine the contributions of self-management strategies toward achieving these goals. Future efforts focused on the dissemination and the evaluation of program outcomes for HF patients, are greatly needed.

Research has shown that effective CDSM approaches can play a significant role in optimizing HF outcomes and that self-management is central to most chronic HF care. While the specific structure, goals, and dimensions of CDSM programs for HF patients vary significantly, most “comprehensive” HF programs include a) practice redesign (use of an integrated multidisciplinary team to provide continuous, coordinated care to patients), b) patient education and support (knowledge, self-management, and behavioral change strategies), and c) clinical expertise (teams typically led by nurse specialists with expertise in HF management). Evidence surrounding HF self-management has focused on delivering an intervention for a set period of time and intensity in varied populations and on describing measurable outcomes based on the specific aim of the research. Results of many of these studies illustrate diversity among characteristics and risk factors associated with poor self-management for HF, and highlight potential barriers and challenges that may contribute to problems with adherence in HF patients. Future recommendations for CDSM research and practice include a) developing strategies to aggressively address barriers and risk factors, b) implementing approaches to effective assessment of self-management deficits so that educational and behavioral strategies can be tailored to individual needs, c) identifying the modifiable and nonmodifiable behaviors and risk factor(s) and selectively directing self-management strategies toward the most modifiable behavior or risk factor(s) that will net the greatest improvement, and d) improving prerequisite knowledge of self-management and the characteristics of target populations before designing CDSM programs.

Although, CDSM programs share core strategies (eg, multidisciplinary teams, coordination of care, patient education and support, clinical expertise), the individual program components, targeted outcomes, methods of evaluation, and measurement are highly variable and contribute to both challenges and limitations when comparing and contrasting effectiveness and outcomes. Widespread adoption of CDSM programs have been plagued by methodological shortcomings, limiting the validation of their effectiveness and clinical application.

### Table 2 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dixon13</td>
<td>Qualitative study using semi-structured interviews with stratified convenience sample of 27 people with at least one chronic illness; to describe how people with chronic conditions understand successful self-management, and to explore barriers to self-management and strategies employed to manage chronic conditions and cope with stress.</td>
<td>People lower in activation tended to see successful self-management as compliance, whereas those at higher activation levels saw it as being in control. Lower activators indicated lack of knowledge and confidence as barriers to self-management. Both high and low activated people could be derailed by stress.</td>
<td>Aspects of CDSM support may need to be tailored to people at various levels of activation (PAM scores) to ensure that differences in understanding, knowledge, and confidence are addressed adequately. More research in this area is needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** CDSM, chronic disease self-management.
must include uniform comparison, both within and across conditions (eg, programs and interventions) in order to identify effective program components, populations and settings, and provide sufficient details of program design and methodology to allow for easy replication for the greatest success.\(^{65,66}\) Sorting out the most advantageous approaches to better self-management in HF patients is essential to improve chronic HF care in this complex population.\(^{40}\)

Although the patient’s role has not been fully integrated into clinical practice, the advent of health information technology and health care reform have shifted priorities toward consumer driven health care, so that patients are in a primary position to influence health care quality and cost. To improve the effectiveness of chronic HF care, an understanding of the specific difficulties of self-management is necessary in order to apply targeted interventions and effective CDSM support. Experts in this area highlight these gaps in our current CDSM knowledge base: a) understanding characteristics that influence self-management from a multidisciplinary viewpoint, b) integrating biological and psychological perspectives, and c) building on existing research to answer new questions.\(^{67}\)

Self-management is widely accepted as a central pathway for multidisciplinary CDSM programs and chronic care models; however, successful quality improvement efforts must also focus on helping individuals become more informed about their illness, actively engage in their own care (activation), and improve their skills for self-management.\(^{7}\) Most chronic HF therapy and treatments rely on self-management strategies (eg, telehealth technology, electronic patient records, patient education). Thus, CDSM approaches that encourage patients to become active partners (participants) in their care are necessary to improve the impact of self-management on long-term HF outcomes.

CDSM has been viewed as a viable strategy to bridge the gap between the capacity of the individual and the health care system to meet the needs of individuals with chronic disease and effect improved outcomes. Understanding the relationship among patient characteristics, activation, self-management, and the desired outcomes in HF patients is an important next step. Evidence that patient characteristics, activation, and self-management are of consequence to HF outcomes, opens a new path of inquiry for health services researchers and clinicians. Future research in this area is needed to inform health care stakeholders about the patient’s critical role in designing, tailoring, and implementing CDSM care plans for chronic HF care.

Achieving national goals and improving outcomes for people with HF will require the implementation of effective CDSM strategies to close identified gaps in chronic HF care. Improving health care quality and mitigating negative HF outcomes will require identifying barriers to self-management so that targeted strategies for CDSM support can be implemented. To date, quality improvement efforts in chronic HF care have concentrated on discharge failures, hospital and provider level performance, and public reporting of core HF indicators to identify and characterize patient risk. To improve the continuum of chronic HF care will require that health care stakeholders place more emphasis on patient-centered characteristics as a means of understanding patient risk and identifying barriers to self-management, so that effective multidisciplinary strategies for CDSM support can be implemented. Understanding the interplay between patient characteristics, self-management, and activation in chronic HF care is not only timely but necessary to achieve the desired long-term outcomes for HF patients and other complex disease populations.
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